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THE FACULTY HAS BEEN WORKING AND
SERVING OUR STUDENTS FOR
21 MONTHS WITHOUT A CONTRACT
MEANWHILE …...
Chancellor Rodriguez, Vice
Chancellor Perez and Board
Members used district funds
to travel to Washington DC to
visit Congresswoman Mimi
Walters and Senator Diane
Feinstein.
Congresswoman Walters has
an office in Irvine, while
Senator Feinstein’s office is
in Los Angeles.
Perhaps next time they can
take the district vans and save
tax payer dollars.
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Negotiations
The FARSCCD negotiations team met with the PERB (Public Relations Board) mediator on February 10, 2017.
Our next meeting is scheduled for March 28, 2017. Due to mandatory confidentiality guidelines we cannot discuss
any details that occurred on February 10th, but we can provide a detailed recap of what has occurred thus far….
As you all are aware, negotiations between the District and FARSCCD for the 2015-2016 academic year are at an
impasse. Of the issues that we have yet to come to an agreement on is compensation for the 2015-2016 academic
year. The “Last, Best and Final Offer” from the District includes 1.02% Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA)
retroactive to January 1, 2016 (i.e., 1/2 year). FARSCCD requested the 1.02% COLA retroactive to July 1, 2015
(i.e., a full year).
FARSCCD contends that since the District ended 2015/16 with a
$36,000,000 ending balance ($11 million greater than the previous year),
the District has sufficient funds to pay for the full year. While the District
claims that because of the STRS increase and uncertainties in the economy
they cannot afford continual increases. The difference between what
FARSCCD is asking and what the District is offering is only COLA for the
Fall 2015 semester (total cost, $324,000). The District certainly has a large
enough reserve to pay the one-time cost of $324,000.
The other reason the District has refused to agree to pay for the full
COLA is because CSEA (and the managers) agreed to only accept COLA
retroactive to January 1, 2016 for the 2015-2016 bargaining academic year.
Because CSEA accepted only one-half year COLA, the District wanted to
maintain “parity” between the bargaining units.
The District has also refused to pay the ninth-place ranking adjustment (1.06%) effective to July 1, 2016. The
District has offered proposals that would include payment of the ranking adjustment, effective July 1, 2016 sixty days after ratification of the 2015-2016 bargaining agreement if we agree to their terms which include
dropping the escalator clause to 6%.

At the last board meeting, the Board of Trustees approved the CSEA bargaining agreement for 2016-2017.
This agreement included 1.06% increase retroactive to
July 1, 2016. In addition, the agreement also includes a
0.5% off-schedule increase. Managers also received the
same increases to their compensation. This is exactly
what FARSCCD has been requesting; the 1.06% is the
ninth-place ranking (that the District is refusing to pay)
and the 0.5% off-schedule increase - which essentially
is the 1.02% COLA for Fall (i.e., half of a year).
From the recent approval of the CSEA agreement,
it is clear that the District’s refusal to pay the Fall
2015 COLA and the ninth-place ranking is not for a
lack of ability to pay – rather, it is an unwillingness of the District to settle the bargaining agreement with
the faculty. Until the faculty agrees to the reduction in escalator clause, the District is holding the 9th
place ranking and the full year COLA hostage.

Why Reducing the Escalator Clause
May Make Your Retiree Health Benefits Worthless
Prior to the 1980’s, the majority of public educators did not pay into Social Security and Medicare. Consequently when they retired
their health insurance ended because Medicare was not an option. It was for that reason lifetime health benefits were implemented. In
our District, those hired prior to 1986 and with 15 years of service are provided with lifetime benefits. Faculty hired after 1986 and
with 15 years of service receive health benefits until age 70 following retirement.
Today, most faculty are eligible for Medicare through several avenues. A number of faculty entered teaching following years in the
private sector where they contributed to Medicare making themselves eligible upon retirement. Some faculty are married to
Medicare eligible spouses and in 1986 those in the public sector were mandated to contribute to Medicare. So, it’s rare that a retiree
today would not be eligible for Medicare. Medicare requires that retiree health plans become secondary. Per Medicare:

…retiree health plans become secondary once Medicare is available as a primary insurance provider...this means that Medicare
enrollment is mandatory.
As secondary coverage, District insurance would pick-up any costs for the retiree that Medicare does not cover. In many cases, the
majority of healthcare costs are covered by Medicare. It has been reported that some faculty have been told by HR that it is not
necessary to have Medicare coverage upon retirement because the District's plan does not mandate primary coverage by Medicare.
The District's plan is irrelevant to Medicare. Consequently, Medicare can assess a 10% annual premium penalty for each year one was
eligible for Medicare Part B and did not apply.
Per Medicare:
The Medicare Part B premium [which covers everything other
than hospitalization and prescription drugs] is increased
10 percent for every year during which an individual could
have been, but was not, enrolled in Medicare Part B, regardless
of his or her health insurance coverage.
It's possible if you don't apply for Medicare Part B you may
not ever be assessed the penalty, but it's taking a chance and
not recommended. There is no statute of limitations so
Medicare can come back years from now and assess the
annual 10% penalty. As an example, by not applying for five
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years after one is eligible for Medicare it could raise premiums 50% and that's for life.
Today Medicare Part B premiums range from $120 to $390 monthly depending on income.
As STRS retirees, our income will be higher than the average American retiree which would mean an even steeper penalty.
While you may be willing to take the chance and not apply for Medicare in the hopes they will not catch up with you, there are two
scenarios that will definitively trigger the assessment penalty. If you die following retirement your surviving spouse or legal domestic
partner will no longer be covered by the District insurance plan. Therefore your survivor will be forced to file for Medicare and will
pay the penalty for each year they were eligible, but did not apply. Another scenario that would automatically trigger the 10%
assessment would be if the District's plan changes in the future and mandates retirees to be covered by Medicare as their primary
carrier. So, how does this tie in with the District's demand to drop our escalator clause to 6%? If the cost of District insurance
increases above 6%, premiums will increase for current faculty and retirees. Keeping the 10% escalator clause gives us more of a
cushion in times of economic uncertainty - the very reason FARSCCD included the escalator clause in our contract many years ago.
Even a modest increase in premiums could force retirees to look elsewhere for secondary coverage. Today those covered by
Medicare have a wide choice of options to complement Medicare's primary coverage. There are two basic options - Advantage and
Medigap supplements which number about 10 plans. The premium costs for these plans are as low as zero annually. Many are
comparable to the benefits the District plan would offer as a secondary policy.
In conclusion, dropping the escalator clause will obviously subject current faculty members for the potential of higher premiums. For
retirees, higher premiums will provide incentive to shop the many supplemental plans and probably result in paying much less
(if anything) for similar coverage than the District's plan which will become a secondary, upon retirement.
(The examples above refer to those who have retired and are age 65 or older. Retirees under age 65 ( with at least 15 years of
service) will continue on the District insurance plan until age 65 when they become Medicare eligible. Medicare does not
require faculty working beyond age 65 to have Medicare coverage and they will not be assessed the annual 10% penalty
during the time they are working. The penalty period begins once retired, age 65 or older and not covered by Medicare, if
eligible.)

WHERE IS THE LEADERSHIP?
For the first time in the nearly a half-century of FARSCCD's existence, we are at impasse in
contract negotiations. In a few months we will begin our third year without a contract while
our neighboring college faculty associations have settled contracts long ago in this, the best
year financially in a long time as our own District has acknowledged.
Why is this happening? For decades FARSCCD enjoyed an amicable relationship with the
District administration and the elected trustees as we were always treated fairly. Today we
are faced with distrust and disdain from 2323 North Broadway.
If you asked Chancellor Rodriguez in
his usual finding others to blame
excuse mode, he would tell you the
faculty association is led by a radical
group of individuals who are greedy,
unreasonable and consequently are
solely responsible for the animosity.
The reality is it's the leader of this
District who is the sole responsible
party for where we are today. If
Chancellor Rodriguez wants the real
reason we are in such a mess he need
look no further than his own mirror.
In his 2402 days as chancellor he has
shown us all he is unable to lead.
FARSCCD's goal is to preserve the health benefits we fought so hard to achieve years ago
during another period of uncertainty. We are also asking for the state mandated COLA that the
District has held for almost two years. The Chancellor is using thousands of dollars of public
funds to fight us using the District's lawyer in negotiations. The taxpayers of this community
should be repulsed at such a waste of public funds and so should you.
The lack of leadership by our Chancellor should not surprise anyone. He brought this "make
for dysfunction bag of tricks" with him when he arrived in our District 2402 days ago. His
previous employer, San Joaquin Delta College was left reeling from years of animosity between
the Rodriguez-led administration and their faculty association. San Joaquin Delta board
members like the Rancho trustees were deceived with deals concocted behind their backs, and
faculty were "nickel and dimed" constantly calling out Rodriguez for bargaining in bad faith.
In 2008 the San Joaquin Delta college faculty made it clear in an article that they didn't want
anymore of Rodriguez' "glib pieties”. Neither do we, nor do want to hear his annual cry of
poverty from a District that today sits on $36 million in reserves. We just want him to lead the
District and settle our contract.
We have waited 2402 days and our patience is wearing thin.

SUPPORT FARSCCD
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
MONDAY MARCH 13, 2017 AT 4:30 pm
DISTRICT BOARDROOM
FARSCCD ADVISORY MEETING
FRIDAY MARCH 17, 2017 AT 9:30 am
SANTIAGO CANYON COLLEGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
MONDAY MARCH 27, 2017 AT 4:30 pm
DISTRICT BOARDROOM

The FARSCCD Executive Board - How can we help you?
FARSCCD@GMAIL.COM

KRISTEN GUZMAN
SPEAKING TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

What Is the Escalator Clause?
FARSCCD ’s current contract provides health insurance premium coverage of up to $27,355 for each faculty member and
their family. Any premium above $27,355 is the responsibility
of the faculty member. With the current 10% escalator clause,
the district would continue to pay any premium increase up to
$2,735 for a maximum District contribution of $30,090.
With the proposed 6% escalator clause, the District would
only pay premium increases (in the current example) of
$1,641 for a maximum District contribution of $28,996 .
The difference between the 10% and 6% escalator cap
amounts to $1,094 which would be paid for by the faculty
member/retiree. Even an increase of $1000 might make a
retiree forgo the District insurance for a Medigap policy.
(See Why Reducing the Escalator Clause May Make Your

Retiree Health Benefits Worthless)

YOUR RIGHT TO
UNION
REPRESENTATION
“If this discussion could in any
way lead to my being disciplined
or terminated, or affect my
personal working conditions, I
request that my steward or union
officer be present at the meeting.
Without representation, I choose
not to answer any questions.”
1975 US Supreme Court Case.
The Weingarten
Decision

